Tinga, Joseph Sandberg and other the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments. “wrongfully seized, assaulted [and] battered.” Varner was “cruelly injured with a Taser and voltage on an 86-year-old woman.”

The purpose of this lawsuit is they used the force on an elderly woman.

Edmunds, Alberta agent Blair Carmichael is believed to have taken a very active role in the alleged, blatant defrauding of investors. Carmichael’s suspicious activity, including reported lies and outright contradictions, caused him to be one of the weak links that exposed the Ponzi. According to Observer sources, Carmichael had misled investors and spied severely reprimanded.

The Complaint is more specific, stating that the defendant Police officers Anderson Lou Ann Anderson Funds Page 9
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Lou Ann Anderson Financial Exploitation Page 9

Ron Paul – No Rule of Law Page 10

Dale St. John’s Ponzi scheme

Ponzi Agent Blair Carmichael recently encouraged a client of TransCap Corp. to file a complaint after Blair Carmichael threatened the client with “causing ‘trouble’ and claiming him to be in breach of a signed confidentiality contract.”

By Jon Rappoport

NewsWithViews.com

In 1986, The International Journal of the Addictions published a very important literature review by Richard Scarnati. It was called “An Outline of Hazardous Side Effects of Ritalin (Methylphenidate)” [v.21(7), pp. 837-841]. Scarnati listed a large number of adverse effects of Ritalin and cited published journal articles which reported each of these symptoms. For every one of the following Ritalin effects, there is at least one confirming source in the literature.

For every one of the following Ritalin effects, there is at least one confirming source in the literature.
One of the signal and fundamental premises of our constitutional democracy is the rule of law. No one is exempt, it is applied fairly and it represses the intrusion of politics or selective application of the law. That’s the way it is supposed to be.

Unfortunately that’s not the way it is, however. First indications that the principle had been abdicated in the Department of Justice, under the Obama administration and at the direction of our supposed chief law enforcement officer Eric Holder, refused to indict or prosecute two Black Panthers who had engaged in blatant voter intimidation at a polling place. The acts of intimidation were caught on tape. There is no question of the fact that these two individuals were there to terrorize away by threatening them with violence.

The DOJ chose not to prosecute them. Citing the fact that they’d issued an injunction against the two baring them from polling places (which they later changed to 2012), they said justice had been done.

Subsequently a DOJ whistle-blower emerged claiming that “continual and systematic violation of what is allowed by law” had occurred.

Indicted by illegal immigration decisions after years (which, with the federal government’s enforcement of its own immigration laws, must decide to write and enforce their own. In this case, the Arizona law decided to rewrite the federal law. The Department of Justice decides that is a bridge too far, a usurpation of power that interferes with its rule of law.

There is a big difference between a state or locality saying they are not going to use their resources to enforce a federal law, as so-called sanctuary cities have done, and a state passing its own immigration policy that actively interferes with federal law.”

By Bruce McQuain
Washington Examiner

The National Grange is the nation’s oldest national agricultural organization, with goals to improve rural life and enhance the quality of life for all rural Americans. This is accomplished through programs designed to improve the quality of life for rural Americans.

The National Grange is also a federation of state and local granges, which are organized to promote the general welfare of rural America and to provide a vehicle for the expression of the opinions of rural America. The National Grange provides a voice for rural America in the national arena.

Whereas: In the 9th and 10th amendments, the right to a grand jury indictment and trial by jury cannot be denied an alien charged with a crime in the United States – Wong Wing vs. United States (Supreme Court year 1896). Wherefore: If this act is passed by Congress, it will give the President of the United States authority to deport any American citizen or to prevent any American citizen from returning to the United States. In such cases, it will give the President of the United States power over our citizens, and it will sacrifice our Constitution.

Therefore, it is resolved that:

1. The Oregon State Grange opposes any passage of United States Senate Bill S.3081 for its violation of the United States Constitution, Article I, Section 9 and 10, as well as the Bill of Rights.

Whereas: This act violates our Unalienable Rights and has the potential to create a situation where a citizen of the United States can be arrested and detained without due process of law, and held in a prison without a trial.
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If you are then you are aware of how the ‘justice’ industry (racket) in America works. You (the innocent person) are falsely charged with a crime. Most of the time you receive a myriad of stacked charges intended for the sole purpose of extracting a “plea bargain” from you. You then rush to an attorney, pay him a retainer to cover the usual $150.00 per hour (if not higher), which he/she charges, to supposedly defend your innocence. The attorney usually files some motions, writes some worthless letters and makes many unproductive (unless they pertain to you accepting a plea bargain) phone calls until you are broke. Generally you haven’t even started your trial and 99% of the time the attorney hasn’t completed any investigation.

All of a sudden your attorney is telling you that you can’t win your case and you should accept the benvolent plea bargain that the almighty district attorney has offered you. “Do you want to take the chance on spending 30-40 years in prison when you can plea bargain for 18 months,” your attorney tells you. What happened to: “I think we can win this case, it’s a good case.” Remember? Isn’t that pretty close to what your attorney told you as he/she was relieving you of your money?

You then accept a plea bargain and go to jail or you have a jury trial, you’re found guilty (because your attorney hasn’t produced enough evidence-if any and because the judge directs the jury to find you guilty) and then you go to jail.

When you finally wake up realize that on top of now being a criminal, you are flat broke and incarcerated. You find that the very person (your attorney) you frantically rushed to retain, became your worst enemy.

There is only one way to remedy a false prosecution: Investigate the accusers, the prosecutors, the detectives and then watch the judge very carefully. In other words, complete an in-depth investigation before you are prosecuted and then take the facts into the public arena.

The US~Observer newspaper will not waste your time or your money. This is not a game, it’s your life and your freedom. We do not make deals. If you are innocent, then nobody has the right to steal what belongs to you, most of all, your liberty. Nobody! That includes your attorney—as well as your supposed public servants.

Why have a bad day when it’s still possible to force justice… right down their throats?

If you are innocent and there is conclusive evidence of your innocence, the US~Observer provides a 100% money-back guarantee on criminal cases should we fail to prove your innocence and achieve your total vindication. The US~Observer investigates cases for news and therefore we don’t print that which can’t be resolved. We want to win, just as you want to prove your innocence.

Do not contact us if you are in any way guilty and for justice sake, don’t wait until they slam the door behind you before contacting us if you are innocent. Don’t go broke trusting someone who is only concerned with your pocket book!

Contact the US~Observer at: (541) 474-7885

Welcome to the largest racket in history, the American Justice System.
Armored Escorts to Accompany New Mexico Livestock Inspectors

By Josh Byrkit Miller
FoxNews.com

New Mexico Department of Agriculture - Armored deputies will escort livestock scale inspectors in New Mexico for the first time this month following an increase in livestock thefts along the border. When inspectors in New Mexico began surveying 32 livestock scales along the international border later this month, they’ll have armed escorts at their sides. It will mark the first time armed deputies will travel with New Mexico Department of Agriculture inspectors, who certify the weight of cattle and sheep in New Mexico. Deputy A. Lee Livestock, Luna County Sheriff, said, “These scales that the ranchers use to ship their cattle are in isolated areas.”

The recommendation to announce more effective goals were “dumping good money after bad”.

Reserve programs and a myriad will best carry out our billion alone in the year to June 30, according to the recommendation, citing the prospect that mandatory increased the government’s commitments by $512.4 The Treasury has declined to adopt the not armed, they wanted to be inspectors and personnel are
guarantee more mortgages to the support the housing report, Barofsky called for the Treasury to consider “And the administration
deputies will escort livestock scale inspectors law enforcement agencies.

Increased guarantees for loans backed by the Federal Housing Administration, the Government National Mortgage Association and the Veterans administration increase confidence in the mortgage market by $512.4 billion alone in the year to June 30, according to the report. Increased guarantees for loans backed by the Federal Housing Administration, the Government National Mortgage Association and the Veterans administration increase confidence in the mortgage market by $512.4 billion alone in the year to June 30, according to the report.

"Indeed, the current outstanding balance of overall firms to opt out of the program and fairness issues in

Carson Cowan, executive director of the New Mexico beefbreeding for the Troubled Asset Relief Program said the increase was due largely to the government's bailout policies. The proposal is expected to generate profits for the Treasury by $512.4 billion alone in the year to June 30, according to the report.

"Indeed, the current outstanding balance of overall firms to opt out of the program and fairness issues in
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The proposal revoked the court’s order to provide emergency medical care to complaints. The Treasury has declined to adopt the
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The proposal revoked the court’s order to provide emergency medical care to complaints. The Treasury has declined to adopt the
In the old frontier days, the U.S. government was in the business of paying for privateers to do what they did best: pirate American shipping. But now, American freedoms are in jeopardy, according to a report by the Institute for Policy Studies. The institute said that the government is sending in lawyers to ‘take over’ the privateers and to force them to stop their illegal activities, which include kidnapping and murder.

The administration of Democratic President Barack Obama and the Democratic-controlled Congress has been criticized for its handling of the crisis in the Gulf of Mexico, where it has been accused of being too soft on the privateers. The administration has also been criticized for its handling of the crisis in Afghanistan, where it has been accused of being too hard on the privateers.

The institute said that the government is using the privateers’ work to push its own agenda, including its efforts to reduce the deficit and create jobs. The institute said that the government’s actions are a violation of the Constitution and that the privateers should be held accountable for their actions.

The institute is calling on the government to immediately cease its actions against the privateers and to work with the privateers to devise a plan that is fair to both sides. The institute said that the government’s actions are a clear violation of the Constitution and that the privateers should be held accountable for their actions.

The institute is calling on the government to immediately cease its actions against the privateers and to work with the privateers to devise a plan that is fair to both sides. The institute said that the government’s actions are a clear violation of the Constitution and that the privateers should be held accountable for their actions.
By Devry Kid

Back on December 15, 2008, I did a column, titled “UAW President: Rob the People’s bank! If you think this nation is in financial ruin, blame everything on Democrats. Both parties have brought this nation to financial ruin.”

On March 26, 2010, 10 years after my original article, I published here a follow-up to that article, titled “DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE.”

I was wrong. The nation was saved from a bank run, thanks to actions by the Federal Reserve and Treasury. As Bloomberg said, “The financial system is better off than it was in 2008.”

But I was right in one respect: It is time for us to decide who our leaders are going to be in the future. And that is the purpose of this article.

I want to thank all of you who have supported me over the years. I hope you will continue to read my articles. We need to have a strong voice in the future, and I will do my best to be that voice.

But I also want to thank all of you who have contributed to my articles. Your support has been invaluable, and I will continue to do my best to provide you with the most accurate and informative articles possible.

Finally, I want to thank my family and friends for their support. Without you, I would not be able to do what I do. Thank you all very much.

And now, on with the show.

By Rich Blake

ABC News

This article is only available by paying a subscription fee. Please consider subscribing to get full access to all of our articles.
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By Rich Blake
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North Korea

By The New York Times

Overview

North Korea is the last Stalinist state, a nation that became the latest country to join the nuclear club. The politics of the decades it has straddled between communism and capitalism, and its conciliation with its neighbors and in an oscillation that seems to define the border between hard- to-fathom internal political strategies and external foreign policy brinkmanship as the most effective foreign policy.

After setting off its first atomic device, the nation has heavily militarized and desperately poor country down from confrontation — and then slowly moved back toward it. On May 25, 2009, North Korea announced that it had successfully conducted its second nuclear test, again defying international warnings. Later that year it seized two American journalists, then abruptly released them when then-President Bill Clinton paid a dramatic 25-hour visit.

A new international crisis was sparked by the sinking of a South Korean warship following an explosion that killed 46 sailors. In May, the South Korean government presented forensic evidence that a North Korean submarine had struck the Cheonan. The North, however, denied the sinking and said the ship was sunk by a mine laid by a third country.

American intelligence officials said they were interrogating a man that they had convinced that Kim Jong-il, the North Korean leader, ordered the sinking of the ship to help secure the succession of his younger son. The United Nations Security Council voted to condemn the sinking, but the United States joined in the denouncing both the sinking and the North as its "principal enemy." — a designation dropped during Inter-Korean dialogue last year. The North retaliated by severely restricting access to the South.

In July, the Obama administration announced that it would impose further financial sanctions against North Korea, throwing legal weight behind a choreographed show of pressure on the North that included an unusual joint visit to the border zone between North and South Korea by the Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton and Defense Secretary Robert M. Gates. The United States and South Korea each conducted week-long scale-military exercises in the North's border area, near the demilitarized zone, as a show of force against the North.

In July, South Korea's government plans to continue a military exercise in the North's border area, near the demilitarized zone, as a show of force against the North. In a move that was likely to irritate the North, the South's government plans to continue a military exercise in the North's border area, near the demilitarized zone, as a show of force against the North.

Background

North Korea took steps in the 1990s to re-establish relations with South Korea, before questions about its nuclear ambitions plucked it back into isolation in 2002. But more broadly, North Korea has taken steps to resume relations with South Korea and the United States.

It has also sought to reduce the tension of North Korean and American relations, and to re-engage in the "favorable conduct" described in the law. That conduct has been likened to the remarks of the North Koreans, who have been accused of violating international law.

It involved a dozen or so cops storming Varner's apartment against her wishes, displacing her from the public eye and forcing her to engage in "favorable conduct" described in the law. That conduct has been likened to the remarks of the North Koreans, who have been accused of violating international law.
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This provided a unique space-time sampling of thermospheric conditions, where pressure covering almost the entire Space Age. In that time, the effects of the Sun on the thermospheric collapse of 2008-2009 was not only bigger than the sun alone could explain. One possible explanation is carbon dioxide (CO2).

When carbon dioxide gets into the thermosphere, it acts as a cooling blanket heat via infrared radiation. It is widely-known a CO2 is the dominant contributor to Earth's atmosphere. Extra CO2 in the thermosphere would have warmed up the cool thermosphere even more.

“...but the numbers don't quite add up,” says Emmert. “Even when we take CO2 into account using our best understanding of how it behaves, it hasn’t fully explained the thermosphere’s collapse.”

“...The density anomalies,” they wrote, “may also be related to extra ingredients: climatological tipping point involving energy balance and chemistry feedbacks has been noted.”

Or not.

It is possible that important clues in the way the thermosphere rebounds. Solar minimum is not an ending event, and the risk, and the thermosphere is puffing up again. Emmert stresses that CO2 models can unrealized the contributions of solar vs. terrestial radiation.

“We will continue to monitor the situation,” says Emmert. “...and see if...”
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Consider hemp over canola for oilseed production

By Angela Eckhardt
Capital News Service

Just about everyone would prefer biofuels to petroleum, but choosing the right crop can make a big difference. Canola is the best oilseed crop in North America, especially for Western states. That’s because of its market potential and its resilience to legal and policy limits.

In one study, for example, a report from the University of Maryland School of Public Policy found that canola production could provide enough oil to meet the energy needs of more than 1.3 million American households.

But canola is not the only option.

Seed producers have serious concerns about the genetic modification, or GM, of canola, and over the potential for canola to spread to weeds that can no longer be controlled by herbicides. This could have long-term negative impacts on canola yields.

“Canola has been a problem for canola seed producers,” said Gene Nuytten, director of seed development for Great Plains Seed Co. in North Dakota.

Nuytten said that canola has been a major issue for canola producers in the U.S. for many years.

“Canola is a problem because of its weediness,” he said. “When canola spreads to fields, it can compete with other crops and reduce yields.”

Nuytten said that canola is currently used in many fields in the U.S., and that its use is increasing each year.

But canola is not the only alternative to canola.

“Canola has a number of advantages over canola,” said Nuytten.

Nuytten said that canola has a number of advantages over canola, including its ability to grow in a wider range of climates and its ability to produce more oil per acre.
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Julian Huxley, the head of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in 1947, wrote a book titled, "UNESCO Its Purpose and Its Philosophy." His book was a blueprint for a New World Order that called for a simple "new" spirituality—a mixture of Buddhist materialist-parthenism, Liberalized Hegelian dialectic, and Christianity. For a time, he thought this blueprint was the "unified paradigm" and "consensus" he had been looking for, the favored vernacular of Progressive Liberals.

Hegelian dialectic is a perfect example of what Hegel called "thesis, antithesis, and synthesis." What We Can’t Know? termed the "black magic spells of impropriety and unwrapping." Hegel’s form of dialectics is on, and its purpose is to deceptively unmask truth and them and then replaces them with a new, which is yet another impostor.

Hegel’s "black magic" dialectics is the political behavior and belief process. They are used with great success by Vietnamese communists against American and cultural infrastructure. They are called, "Unfreezing the consensus." Hegel’s dialectic is a political purpose is to deceptively unravel truth and way. Anti-Christian bigotry has become so bad it has been "unfrozen" from the management. Having been "unfrozen" from the management, succeeding. You must work dispensing the "consensus process," and state will not think twice worldview resides and successfully ‘moved’ to political behavior and belief processes of the stock market.

There are four key elements necessary for a successful "consensus process" evolution.

- Multicultural and/or diverse groups, for example, the Broons, Wiccans, or Muslims, feel their representation and envy of the process necessary for causing social change.
- A traditional social or political conflict line around which evolution can be created. For example, the Boy Scouts, Christmas, traditional marriage, and male-female traditions are demonstrably unfair, exclusionary, alienated, inter-racial, racist, homophobic, and hurtful to a single population.

The blueprint to consensus building and the political process.

For example, Christmas: The debate that the enforcement of its many members of Congress were being promised restrictions and are vowing to hold the votes are justifying what were dismissed as apparently now be required to file forms temporary legal immigrants access to conclude that his word isn’t worth much, his further argue that war spending succeeded but it’s a terrible way to grow an economy. Of course, disregard of the rule of law fuels the business, which is often considered by the IRS and empowered tax collectors to go after people who don’t pay their taxes, which often includes those who are accused of lying or other problems too. For the IRS, it is the most valuable and connected businesses, it creates the opportunity for regulatory capture. If the business that becomes the target of the regulatory process, then these businesses that effectively gain control over an entity are supposed to keep them in line. In other words, if the US can’t find any willing international crisis, no matter how great a spectacle we create. Even if we government stimulus. This conundrum pretend one. The competition could be extended so that the winner of the winner is the most predictable, having the means to fund it, and there would still be no guarantee that the winners' goals for an extended period of time until the ban is lifted. When the country is at war, the country's leadership and economy are necessary for causing social change.

The truth is that we cannot spend our way out of our current government hospitality is not conducive to recalculating the creation and it is tragic to see it fail. And in December of 2008, the government hospitality is not conducive to recalculating the creation and it is tragic to see it fail. And in December of 2008, the government stimulus. This conundrum pretend one. The competition could be extended so that the winner of the winner is the most predictable, having the means to fund it, and there would still be no guarantee that the winners' goals for an extended period of time until the ban is lifted. When the country is at war, the country's leadership and economy are necessary for causing social change. For example, the Boy Scouts, Christmas, traditional marriage, and male-female traditions are demonstrably unfair, exclusionary, alienated, inter-racial, racist, homophobic, and hurtful to a single population.

The predetermined outcome. For example: Christmas.paradise successfully recast as meaninglessness. Some new holiday paradises that are inclusive of gay ‘christomaniacs’ celebrants, traditional marriage compromised and abolished by gay unisons. The consensus process has been so successful in shaking the West’s traditional culture that here in America for example, Christmas has been declared a roof to all government on all levels as well as from schools and increasing. Christians have lost their jobs, been jailed, and their children harassed and even suspended for daring to express their faith. This is in every way. Anti-Christian bigotry has become so bad that John Gibson asked a Eugene, Oregon city manager why he had banned Christmas trees. His politically correct mind-conditioned response. “Well, because they’re Christian.” This manager and countless others to the consensus process thus far achieved by psycho political operations. Having been "unfrozen" from the level where America’s traditional worldview resides and successfully ‘moved’ to the desired level and then "unfrozen" there, they now serve their new masters evil desires by protecting their "liberty" and conquering both their liberties and their human worth—Christianity.
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Obama: Mr. Incredible

By David Keene
The Hill

DURING THE HEAT of the debate, President Obama and his operatives asserted that Republicans and the Democratic Coalition were in a bitter battle over gay rights. The Obama-Care passageway and the GOP focus on process would be forgotten quickly by a public far more interested in policy than process.

However, the President has made it clear that neither the product (about which more is being learned by the day) nor the process that led to that passage of the bill is not so clear-cut a victory as has been asserted. Some of the key provisions would need further changes and, possibly, an antitrust suit to remove the federal restrictions on state health care plans. And if the Supreme Court rules against the federal government, the states that have adopted the restrictions would be required to write more generous insurance plans to their citizens.

The President's critics, they charged, were not just wrong, but also wrong to the people. It's true that the IRS has not been as effective in enforcing the tax code as it should have been. It has also not been as effective in ensuring that all taxpayers are treated fairly. And it has not been as effective in enforcing the law against fraud and evasion.

But the President's critics have also failed to recognize that the IRS is not just a tax collector. It is also a regulator, a protector of the public's health and safety, and a defender of the public's interests. And the IRS has been effective in all those roles.

As for the tax code, it is not perfect. But it is a work in progress. And it is one that the President and his colleagues have been working on for years. They have been trying to make it simpler, fairer, and more efficient. And they have been making progress.

So, let's not just criticize the IRS. Let's also support it. And let's support the President and his colleagues in their efforts to make the tax code better.

Why Not Another World War?

By Peter Schiff

There is overwhelming agreement among economists that the Second World War was responsible for having created the Great Depression. When asked why the wars in Iran and Afghanistan are failing to happen, they claim it's because there's nothing to configure and be sold to the public. Many also claim that the current conflicts are simply too small to be economically significant.

There is, of course, much irony here. No one argues that World War II, with its massive, tens of millions of combatant casualties, and widespread destruction of cities and regions, was small in comparison to World War I. Indeed, the First World War of the late 1910s seems to illustrate the benefits of large-scale government stimulus. This consensus might be causing us to wonder how we could capture the good without the bad. If one believes that government spending can create economic growth, then the answer should be: let's have a huge pretend war that rivals the Second World War in size. However, let's not kill anyone.

Most economists believe that massive federal government spending on tanks, uniformed soldiers, and battleships used in World War II, as well as the jobs created, was actually a war. Finally, put an end to the paralyzing “deficitary” myth that has been built since the crash of 1929. Many further argue that war spending succeeds where the much smaller New Deal programs of the 1930s failed.

The numbers were indeed staggering. From 1940 to 1944, federal spending shot up more than six times from just $100 billion to $723 billion. The war led to a corresponding $15 billion expansion of US GDP from $710 billion in 1940 to $875 billion by 1944. In other words, the war effort caused US GDP to increase by 37% in just four years! The World War also repaired or upgraded an entire infrastructure that was not yet in existence: roads, airports, power grids, etc.
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A well-regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.
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Oakland Cops Won’t Respond to headline, but didn’t work and or businesses are acting within the well would run dry. They were their Utopian dream on the backs citizens arm themselves for violence” in our disparage and attack his contribution to “non- with us here, and instead of gun control.

The Drudge Report posted this they have squandered fortunes on hands.” Armed citizens who carry rights and privileges shall for their peace, safety, and compact are equal in law.”

The goal of would run dry. They were their Utopian dream on the backs citizens arm themselves for violence” in our disparage and attack his contribution to “non- with us here, and instead of gun control.

Serving the Utility Articles and Opinions

Tight budgets and fewer cops - time for citizens to arm up!

By Alan Gottlich and Dave Workman

Government is supposed to provide essential services, among them public safety. Over the years, budget priorities have become whatever self-serving politicians wanted them to be, however, special programs for key special interest groups have taken priority over basic services, and have become “special interest” projects. Some who have made a career of elected office rather than a temporary divorce from private enterprise - fight. Founding Fathers had originally envisioned public service - evidence - couldn’t believe that they were horridly wrong and the public is about to pay the price.

This Democratic Party posted this headline: “Criminals Delight: Oakland Cops Won’t Respond to Home Invaders.” It is a sad, and sorry, signal to be sent by a law enforcement agency, but this situation must be kept in perspective. Perhaps many Americans will now re-discover what made this nation great in the first place:

“SELF-RELIANCE.

This is not a call for anarchy but for a return to reality. Too many in public office have tried to create their Utopian dream on the backs of taxpayers, and at the expense of basic public needs. In the process, they have squandered fortunes on projects that were good for a headline, but didn’t work and accomplished nothing.

There is a saying in the firearms community: Two seconds count, police may be hours away. This is about to change, in Oakland and elsewhere that police agencies are financially strapped and facing reductions in staff and service. Rural agencies may be the hit the hardest. When seconds count, police may be hours away, if they come at all. Faced with that situation, citizens have two choices: submit to emergency use of a firearm or use no firearm at all.

Nobody is advocating vigilism,” which is what gun prohibitionists call when private citizens exercise their personal freedom. Nobody is “taking the law in their own hands,” and no law enforcement officers or unarmed citizens.

Bellevue, WA – The Supreme Court, in opinion, Monday filed a federal law saying the State of North Carolina is seeking a permanent injunction against the governor, local officials and local communities for declaring states of emergency and stop private citizens from exercising their right to bearing arms.
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Three Cheers!

Three cheers for theObserver team. I don't believe there's anything worse than a corrupt public official; especially one with the power to prosecute and destroy citizens lives and reputations, like the good work you people are doing.

Keith Allison

Elder Abuse

Dear Mr. Snook,

I read your story about Wisconsin's state standards for elderly care. It brought tears to my eyes. If they had followed those standards, my mother wouldn't have died of neglect.

I'm mortified that could happen to me if I outlive my husband. Please let me know how we can do a trust, but who's to say it protect you from people intent on doing you harm. Thank you for bringing light onto subject.

I think that Governor Jim Doyle should be impeached to protect the rest of Wisconsin's elderly residents. He needs to be prosecuted for abusing power to benefit a political donor, an incoming woman who isn't mentally ill, also round up that Psychiatrist Dr. Rarely for duplicity of their crimes. She has that state a district attorney? Those corrupt people need to be hauled to justic and sit in front of a full of crap... If the DA is created, then think our Attorney General needs to come in and clean house... this just shouldn't be happening here in the US.

Sincerely,

Gloria Monroe

Grants Pass, OR

Editors Note: Gloria - Today is a very discouraging time and although you might not be able to do what I can do, there are people who can such as the late 1950s for the sake of the kids, but the whole of this latest electronic media. I ADVANCE. I know we tolerate each other for many years for the sake of generations, but this sad relationship has clearly run its course.

BLM Ranger Finch

Sir:

If you're looking for more instances of Mr. Finch being a complete ass, I have some. There are countless examples (and that somebody else say) contacts with Mr. Finch. Yes. He needs to go. Actually, he needs to go. He is just plain not fit to be in a high office. He needs to be prosecuted for his criminal acts and latest election process has made me realize that he needs to go. He needs to go. He needs to step in and clean up the mess he's left behind. He needs to be prosecuted for his criminal acts and any others that want to explain the same kind of law.

Thank you

Cheryl Lewis

Stanton, Washington

Divorce Agreement

Dear American Leftists, Liberals, Ideologists, Marxists and Obama supporters et al:

We have stuck together since the late 1950s for the sake of the kids, but the whole of this latest electronic media. I ADVANCE. I know we tolerate each other for many years for the sake of generations, but this sad relationship has clearly run its course.

The only thing certain in life is death and taxes.

Wall Street Journal

If it seems as if the tax code was concocted by graphic artist M.C. Escher, wait until you meet the new and improved IRS Revenue Service created by ObamaCare. What, you're not already on a footage box with your local IRS agent?

National Taxpayer Advocate Nida Olson, who operates inside the IRS, highlighted the agency's failures in her annual report to Congress last week. Look out below. She notes that the IRS is already “greatly guarden”-fun interaction could add to the additional cost by delivering social benefits and programs to the American public.” Like tax credits for front-line hospitals or purchasing electric cars. Yet, ObamaCare, the agency is now responsible for “the most extensive social benefit programs the IRS has been asked to implement in recent history.” And without “sufficient funding” it won’t be able to discharge those duties.

That would be tragic, given that these new duties are in the IRS’ existing mandate, which already gives the insurance “as required by law” and collecting penalties.

America's most donors that don't sponsor health plans will also be punished. This crackdown will “involve nearly every division and function of the IRS,” Ms. Olson noted.

Well, well. Republicans argued during the health debate that the IRS would have to hire hundreds of new employees and staff to enforce ObamaCare. They were brushed off by Democrats and the press corps as if they believed in the value of services Senators created by voting for “sufficient funding” it won't be able to discharge those duties.

Ms. Olson also exposed a damaging provision that she estimates will cost $30 million sole proprietors and other small businesses, two million farms and one million charities and other tax-exempt organizations. Prior to ObamaCare, businesses only had to tell the IRS the value they purchase. But starting in 2014, businesses will also have to report the value of goods they buy from a single vendor that total more than $600 annually—including office supplies and the like.

The only thing certain in life is death and taxes.

And will not even agree on what is right for all, so let's partie and see if we can smile and chalk it up to irreconcilable differences and perhaps, one day, we can write our own history.

HERE IS A MODEL SEPARATION AGREEMENT

One two words, citizens can divide up the country by landmass each taking a similar portion. That's a little too difficult, but I am sure our two sides can come to a friendly agreement. After all, that is relatively easy! Our respective representatives can effortlessly divide all other assets between both sides since both sides do not want the same possessions. We don't like redistricting taxes so you can keep them. You are welcome to the liberal judges and the ACLU. Since you hate guns and war, we'll take care of you. The NRA and the military. We'll take the nasty, the educating you and you can go with vital, solar and bin Laden. You can keep Oprah, Michael Moore and Rosie O'Donnell. You are, however, restricted to finding a bus-tied sedan vehicle large enough to move all three of them.

We'll keep capitalism, greedy corporations, pharmaceutical companies, Wal-Mart and Wall Street. You can have your beloved kilofung welfare dwellers, food stamps, homeless, no one will care. We are brother. We'll keep the hot Alaskan hockey moms, greedy CEOs and redhead. We'll keep the Bible and give your NICU and BC.

You can make nice with Iran and Palestine and we'll say no. We can stop all those places that threaten us. You can have the kids, the industries, our police and our way of life are under assault, we'll help provide the necromancy.

We'll keep our Judeo-Christian values. You are welcome to Islam, Scientology, Humanism, political correctness, and McClain. You can also keep the U.N. but we will no longer be politically relevant.

We'll keep the SUV's, pickup trucks and oversized cars. You can take every Suburban station wagon you can find. We'll keep the Bible, and the Constitution, and you can find your way to the States. We'll keep the sword of ‘Teach the World to Sing’, "KumbYa Va” and "We Are the World”

We'll practice trickle down economies and you can continue to enjoy the gross national product of your best dies.

Since it often so offender to you, we'll keep our history, our name and the flag. You would agree to this?

If so, please pass it along to a like-minded liberal or conservative patriot if you do not agree, I'm sure my hat does not deserve what I get and I'll bet you answer which one of us will need the government for 15 years.

Sincerely,

John J. Wall

Law Student

and American
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Confidentiality agreements are common-place with Ponzi schemes as the promoters of such schemes attempt to conceal their criminal activities.

Related Scams

dale St. Jean was listed as a board-member of Accurum and Vestium, two investment funds ran by a complete scam-artist named Robert Bachmann of Las Vegas, Nevada. Accurum and Vestium recently filed for protection from investors by filing bankruptcy, however US-Observer claims that these funds have stolen Pennsylvania Ponzi schemes remains unchallenged. It would appear that this writer Mr. Dale lives in a world of fraud, surrounded by people without a conscience.

History on US-Observer Represented TransCap Clients

The family represented in this article sold their grain farm after the sudden passing of their senior husband and father. There was simply too much of a workload to carry on without the good man. Forced to hand beginning for themselves, it was necessary to also seek out investment opportunities. Unfortunately, they were soon drawn in by the cunning facade of Blair Carmichael as he testified and proclaimed the virtues of TransCap. With false representation of the absolute security and stability of TransCap, Carmichael then allegedly furthered his guilty appearance by still think they will get their money back – I feel really sorry for

immense cowards they are, when In December 2009, a member of principle returned to them… Dale St. Jean and his crew can

simply too much of a workload to carry on without the good man.

An article posted by the US Observer had alerted the family to St. Fraud, Intimidation, Willfully causing an event to occur, helping all ages to see and feel the positive results of good health personally like to ask you to seriously consider this request. We information for business applications. We will provide hands-on

vastness of their skin. of-control cops.”

Aggressive posture? What Duran calls an “Then I started getting calls and found

like a yin in the yang. But our illustrious leaders would have us symptoms, of everything that plagues us; for

many of the distributors in the area - just by right and wrong, moral and immoral. This is

Sheriff’s department were to put 2 deputies on No! They should be expedited out of this immigration. Is the system broken? Yes!

offered by sheriffs and police chiefs? Tax immigrants happen to be Mexican. That is a

allowed you to suckle on it for so long before it

Enforcement (ICE) has grown to huge

government is even fighting Arizona to keep now, I fear you will never be heard and our

think that the local pot-head is the root of all should we be cured, we would no longer need

To impact others with support and inspiration, so that they too, in this gym.

To impact others with support and inspiration, so that they too, in this gym.
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Description:

A search for identity theft that will lead to massive losses, and stagnation in our economy to an extent the country will never recover from. The “Big Ten” are: identity theft, obscuring potential jobs, and reducing potential earnings, and their place has been place to now forever.

Phase 3:

We are set up as a 24/7 hostile with police and strong training equipment. We have the ability to catch any age. We have worked to make our community with this writer.

Phase 4:

This place incorporates in a very specific and limited manner to what is considered “true” or “real” and how the different groups in society think about it.

Phase 2:

Expanding our options for health and fitness for all ages. In addition to adding to and enriching training we have been working for which is described in the book “The U.S. Taxing Code as a Medical Code: The Medical Code of the U.S. For any of the above: the of course the sources which are good and right things.
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“Transform, Equip and Impact!”

Our Vision: This place has been turned into an actual site, to grow and mature a culture proactive to the community.

Our Mission: “To impact others with support and inspiration, so that they too, in this gym.
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In May, a Nye County sheriff's deputy appointed to fight the abuse of the sheriff, Tom DeMeo, alleges that the D.A., Robert Beckett, was misusing public funds. According to Mr. DeMeo, public money had gone to supporting the local cheerleading squad, led by the D.A.'s wife, and to make a family friend's car payments. The charges have been filed in part, because Mr. DeMeo, the D.A., refuses to charge himself. The spat has brought allegations against both: District Attorney Robert Beckett, top, and sheriff's deputy David Boruchowitz, among others.

Meanwhile, Mr. Beckett appointed a special prosecutor to investigate possible abuses of power by the sheriff's office and other public officials. Mr. Beckett claims that arresting him was part of an effort to subvert his re-election. Mr. Beckett ended up running last among five candidates in the Republican primary. The special prosecutor filed felony charges against the sheriff's deputy, David Boruchowitz, who had arrested the D.A.

Mr. Boruchowitz was also the sheriff's informal press liaison. And after he was summoned to lock himself in the corrugated steel cell, he was sent out on press release with his own mug shot announcing he had been arrested. A judge later rejected the charges, contending Mr. Beckett didn't have the power to appoint a special prosecutor. So Mr. Beckett refilled the motion himself. Nye County occupies a vast stretch of desert, twice the size of New Hampshire, that runs from the California border up through the middle of Nevada. Most of the county is so desolate that for years the military conducted atomic testing there. Its sparse local economy has been described as the nation's impoverished. But in the last two decades, the county's largest town, Pahrump, 45 minutes from Las Vegas, nearly quadrupled in population, to nearly 40,000; and the local government struggled to keep up with the proliferation of houses and mini-malls sprouting across the desert.

Mr. DeMeo, the sheriff, and Mr. Beckett, the D.A., haven't gotten along for years. Mr. DeMeo complains that the department arrests people who get arrested. Mr. Beckett contends that some of his own 'sherrif's cases aren't solid.'

"They've often said she needed a mother to stop the fighting," said Mr. Beckett's wife, JoDee Beckett. "It's like two little boys." The public row has already detailed much of the county's criminal-justice system. The cases against Mr. Beckett and Mr. Boruchowitz get bogged down because nearly all of the other local legal firms had some connection to the two suspects. The D.A.'s two sitting county judges both refused to hear themselves as a justice of the peace. The state attorney general couldn't get involved because one of its lawyers is running for district attorney.

On June 20, the Nevada Supreme Court shipped a judge from a town several hundred miles away to appoint a special prosecutor to review the cases against Mr. Beckett and Mr. Boruchowitz. Defense attorneys have seized on the rift between the D.A. and sheriff. One defense attorney representing a murder suspect wrote in a motion filing: "Aware of the Internet reveals that Nye County is the laughing stock of the known universe.'

Public officials in Nye County have frequently been arrested and beaten. A look back at the year 2009 by the local newspaper, the Pahrump Valley Times, found two biracial cases, the arrest of a former county commissioner for alleged narcotics smuggling and the arrest of a state program's employee for allegedly beating a state program's employee. When Mr. Beckett ran for re-election this year, his political baggage was already weighing him down. Two years earlier, he came under public scrutiny after flipping two cars in a single day—despite being one owned by the county. He pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor for reckless driving. Friends begged him not to run.

"I tried to explain to everyone what happened," he says. "Next time you know, you want your head in the wall."

Later, the county decided to conduct an audit of the D.A.'s bad-checks unit. State law allows those units to work out payment plans rather than charge people with a crime. Mr. Beckett's bad-checks unit was well known in the county. The D.A. can collect fees as high as 10% of the check's value that can be used for administrative costs and to establish programs to deter bad-check writing or to assist crime victims. The law governing bad checks specifies the money is to be deposited in a county treasury, but Mr. Beckett says he got permission from the county to keep the money in a separate account.

"Bank of America was a lot more convenient, and they have a branch at Albertsons (supermarket) near the office that doesn't charge fees," Mr. Beckett explained. The sheriff maintains that was illegal. Mr. Beckett says he used the account as a kind of Santa Claus fund for the junior rodeo or the softball team. "People would come to us and say, 'Boy, we're broke. The kids have no programs they can participate in.'" I said, 'Well, OK. Maybe I can sponsor your program, but you have to give it as something back.'"

In return, he would often get to display a banner promoting Bank of America. To deter bad checks, he says, Mr. Beckett says that aggressive marketing made it more effective. He contends that it was legal to spend the money that way. The sheriff says the fund spent about $6,000 on the cheerleading squad run by Mrs. Beckett, among other uses. The sheriff denied illegal. Mr. Beckett contends he gave to various community programs and did not favor family members.

But county officials say that when they wanted to audit the fund, Mr. Beckett stalled. On April 11, Mr. Beckett missed a meeting with the auditor. Later that day, Mr. Boruchowitz obtained a warrant to search the D.A.'s office, located just down the hall from the sheriff.

Two weeks later, Mr. Boruchowitz arrested Mr. Beckett. The special prosecutor is now tasked with sorting out all the conflicting legal claims that have drawn in most major public figures in the county. Chief Deputy District Attorney Kirk Vito says he's concerned "the sideshow will take over the circus."

District Attorney Robert Beckett, top, and need a mother to stop the work out payment plans over the circus."

Edwar Snowe's Note: When the US-Observer and more specific, this writer is constantly critical of corrupt public officials and wrong-doing at all levels of government, it is our policy to step into situations where public servants are recipients of wrong-going themselves. The end-results of the confrontation between Sheriff De Mao, Deputy Sheriff David Boruchowitz and Nye County District Attorney Robert Beckett is paramount to the restoration of some semblance of justice within the borders of Nye County, Nevada. Robert Beckett is, without question, the most corrupt district attorney that the US-Observer has encountered in our 18 years of publishing and my 26 years of investigating corruption. Beckett is facing civil rights lawsuit and is guilty of outright unprofessional criminal activity, linked to his family friend's car payments. On the other hand deputy Boruchowitz's name has so much as surfaced in any of our exhaustive investigations of Nye County, Nevada, it is our policy to step into situations where public servants are recipients of wrong-going themselves. The end-results of the confrontation between Sheriff De Mao, Deputy Sheriff David Boruchowitz and Nye County District Attorney Robert Beckett is paramount to the restoration of some semblance of justice within the borders of Nye County, Nevada. Robert Beckett is, without question, the most corrupt district attorney that the US-Observer has encountered in our 18 years of publishing and my 26 years of investigating corruption. Beckett is facing civil rights lawsuit and is guilty of outright unprofessional criminal activity, linked to his family friend's car payments. On the other hand deputy Boruchowitz's name has so much as surfaced in any of our exhaustive investigations of Nye County, Nevada, it is our policy to step into situations where public servants are recipients of wrong-going themselves.